This list provides students with books that are available in the library which deal with the writing process. The books range from giving guidelines on undergraduate writing to advising students on writing a thesis and research papers at postgraduate level.

**POSTGRADUATE WRITING**

**TITLE:** Writing, a guide for students  
**AUTHOR:** Newby, Michael  
**LOCATION:** WH808.042 NEWB  
**SUBJECT:** Research, academic writing

**TITLE:** Writing a research paper  
**AUTHOR:** Menasche, Lionel  
**LOCATION:** 808.023 MENA  
**SUBJECT:** Academic research writing

**TITLE:** Writing a thesis: a guide to its nature and organisation  
**AUTHOR:** Lewins, Frank William  
**SUBJECT:** Academic dissertations

**TITLE:** Writing a thesis: a guide to long essays and dissertations  
**AUTHOR:** Watson, George  
**SUBJECT:** Report writing, Research and academic dissertations

**TITLE:** Writing dissertations  
**AUTHOR:** Hamilton, Alaine  
**LOCATION:** DA 808.0666 HAMI (Architecture Library)

**TITLE:** The writing requirements for graduate degrees  
**AUTHOR:** Koefod, Paul, Eric  
**LOCATION:** 378.2 KOEF  
**SUBJECT:** Dissertations, Academic

**TITLE:** Writing research papers: a complete guide  
**AUTHOR:** Lester, James, D.  
**LOCATION:** 808.023 LEST  
**SUBJECT:** Report writing

**TITLE:** Writing research papers: an easy guide for non-native English speakers  
**AUTHOR:** Stapleton, Paul  
**LOCATION:** R808. 0665 STAP  
**SUBJECT:** Technical writing, Report writing

**TITLE:** Writing and research in Religious Studies  
**AUTHOR:** Miller, Donald Eugene  
**LOCATION:** 291.07 MILL

**GENERAL**

**TITLE:** Reading, Writing and Reasoning: A guide for students  
**AUTHORS:** Fairbairn, Gavin, J. & Winch, C. (1991)  
**SUBJECT:** Developing coherent trains of thought, Writing as a student, Drafting and revising.

**TITLE:** Handbook for writers of essays & theses  
**AUTHOR:** Visser, Nicholas (1989)  
**SUBJECT:** Presentation of essays, style and usage, punctuation, referencing, format of thesis
TITLE: Writing at university: a guide for students  
AUTHOR: Crème, Phyllis  
OTHER AUTHOR: Lea, Mary R.  
SUBJECT: Academic writing, English language Rhetoric  

TITLE: Writing and the writer  
AUTHOR: Smith, Frank  
LOCATION: WH 808.042 SMIT  
SUBJECT: Writing for an audience, academic voice  

TITLE: Writing effectively: an introduction to the elements of grammar, composition and usage  
AUTHOR: Gulllette, George, A.  
LOCATION: 425 GUL  
SUBJECT: English language Composition and exercises, English language 20th Century Grammar  

TITLE: Writing essays  
AUTHOR: Williams, Kate  
LOCATION: 808.4 WILL  
SUBJECT: Essay authorship, essays, English Language Rhetoric  

TITLE: Writing mathematically: the discourse of investigation  
AUTHOR: Morgan, Candia  
LOCATION: 510.71 MORG  
SUBJECT: Technical writing  

TITLE: Writing reports  
AUTHOR: Williams, Kate  
LOCATION: 808.066 WILL  
SUBJECT: Report writing, Developing writing  

TITLE: Writing research reports: a practical guide for students of the Built Environment  
AUTHOR: Runeson, Goran  
LOCATION: DA 808. 023 RUNE (Architecture Library)  
SUBJECT: Building Research, Academic writing, Dissertations, Academic authorship  

TITLE: Writing matters: writing skills and strategies for students of English  
AUTHOR: Brown, Kristine  
LOCATION: WH 428.24 BROW  
SUBJECT: English language composition and exercises  

TITLE: Writing in action  
AUTHOR: Mills, Paul  
LOCATION: 808.042 MILL  
SUBJECT: Creative writing, Report writing  

TITLE: Writing in focus  
AUTHOR: Coulmas, Florian  
LOCATION: 001.543 WRIT  
SUBJECT: Writing, Written communication  

TITLE: Writing for decision makers: memos and reports with a competitive edge  
AUTHOR: Holcombe, Marya W.  
LOCATION: WH 808. 066658 HOLC  
SUBJECT: Business report writing